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Woodbury Soccer Club:  Goalkeeping 

Video Analysis  

U17 US WNT v CANADA (5/12/12) 

Jane Campbell (USA): purple jersey 

Kailen Sheridan (Canada): yellow jersey 

http://www.ussoccer.com/media-library/Videos/U17-

WNT/2012/05/120514-U17-WNT-vs-CAN-Highlights.aspx 

(:40) Canadian GK follows play well, positioned well (inside 6 closer to line as 

ball is outside of 18 but within shooting range of US attackers. 

Shoulders/chest over toes, legs/hips bent, takes short quick steps and is 

always able to get set. Moves feet to get body behind ball on long distance shot 

and makes save look very simple. 

(:50) Canadian GK again positioned well (closer to line to take away ability of 

US attacker to chip her, on ball line – between center of goal and ball, 

following play well and balanced) Good technique on basket catch and 

initiates attack quickly with long throw to opposite side outside back with line 

drive overarm throw.  

(1:18) GOAL 1 – Canadian GK tries to pick up ball off of shooters foot when it 

is a 50/50 situation. She needs to lay out long and low across shooters feet in 

this situation and force the attacker to play it into her body. The shooter has a 

lot of pressure on her from 2 recovering defenders and time is running out on 

the attacker. If the GK goes long and low with hands to the ball she exposes 

MUCH more surface area to cover the goal. By remaining standing, the ball 

just needs to slip by the side of her legs/shoulder (which it did) and it is an 

easy goal.  *Side note: EXCELLENT flick-on by US #8 to set up goal. (REPLAY) 

(2:10) Canadian GK demonstrates excellent positioning in this sequence.  She 

is always between the center of the goal and the ball (ball line). As shooter 

enters the 18, she steps out towards edge of 6 yd box. As ball is played across 

in 18 to shooter with back to goal she retreats back a few steps into goal and 

reads ball being played back out of box. She follows the ball across the 18 well 

and is always able to get set. As ball goes deep to end line but inside 18 on 

right flank she begins to get squared up to post with knees in front of post. 

Moves quickly across to cover shot and responds to point blank shot.  
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(2:55) Canadian GK demonstrates good positioning again, coming out of goal 

as shooter enters 18 but still within 6 yd box because shooter as full control. 

She is always able to get set at a moment’s notice. Makes a reaction save to 

left, would have like to see her hold that shot and limit the rebound out for a 

corner kick. 

(3:15) US GK Campbell follows play well and is always in position to get set 

with excellent body  position(chest over toes/crouched to load legs/elbows in 

front of body). She needs to respond to shot as it is closer (on replay not 

shown in this video) than it appears and she has a habit of watching close 

shots go wide instead of covering shots that could sneak in the corners.  

(3:32) A good save by Canadian GK. Shooter is well out of the 18 but within 

shooting distance and she is positioned closer to line (but NOT on line) as a 

result to eliminate ability of shooter to chip her. She is able to cover a shot 

toward the lower left corner with relative ease with low dive to right. Would 

like to see her keep ball pinned to ground at end of save instead of holding it 

up off the ground. 

(3:45) Another easy save for Canadian GK because of her positioning. Shooter 

is well out of 18 but within shooting distance, GK is playing closer to line and 

able to make easy save with front smother on US shot. Good technique on 

front smother – arms parallel, gets low early, bends at hips and knees, lands 

on forearms NOT elbows or knees. 

(3:57) US GK positions herself well on shot once the ball enters the 18 (she 

steps off line as the ball moves and is set once shooter plants to shoot).  By 

cutting the angle of the shooter (stepping off of her line) she forces the 

shooter to play the ball at her and she makes the save look simple with a 

proper front smother.  It is late in the game and they are protecting a 1-0 lead, 

notice how she slows the game down by not being a rush to get the ball back 

in play.  

**(4:10) US GK pushes up out of 18 and is connected to her backline when ball 

is in Canada’s defensive 1/3.  Canada tries to counter attack and US GK is able 

to kill the counter with her positioning at edge of 18. (If she drops back in her 

goal, the attacker has a chance at the ball.)  Proper basket catch technique 

allows her to hold on to ball after late hit, instead of focusing on the late 

hit/complaining to ref she initiates the attack by  rolling ball out to opposite 

side outside back and the US keeps possession. EXCELLENT decision making 

all around.  
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(4:35) US GK makes routine save because she is positioned well (closer to 

line) when shooter is outside of 18 but within shoot distance. Again, good 

form on front smother to take pace off of low driven ball.  

**Common mistake by WSC GKs – not staying pushed up and connected to 

teammates when ball is in middle or attacking 1/3s of the field. Simply by 

staying connected, we can cut out  A LOT of counter attacking opportunities 

by covering the space behind our defenders.  

 

DISTRIBUTION NOTE: 

17 year old Canadian GK could consistently hit drop kicks ¾ of the field 

(never punted) and drive goal kicks 60 yards.  


